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ABSTRACT
The dynamics of gas adsorption was studied in an
air fluidized bed containing activated alumina particles.
*The adsorption studies made with a fixed bed and in the 
transition region between minimum fluidization velocity 
and 2.0 times minimum fluidization velocity, compliment 
work done at higher velocities. With adsorption, particle 
motion controlled the overall dynamics of the fluidized 
bed. A different approach in applying the two phase 
fluidization model was necessary to satisfactorily de­
scribe unsteady state adsorption in fluidized beds. Ex­
perimental and theoretical results were compared in fre­
quency response plots to obtain a rigorous comparison.
Good agreement was obtained for flow rates at 1.1, 1.28 
and 1.65> times minimum fluidization velocity.' Fluidiza­
tion was found to be incomplete at the lower flow rates.
An adsorbable and non-adsorbable tracer were used 
in the study, ,,Freon-12" and helium respectively. The 
packed bed region was studied to obtain the kinetics of 
adsorption with "Freon-12". The results using helium 
tracer were found to be inconclusive in the fluidized 
bed region. The combination of the mixing model with 
bypassing, and the adsorption kinetics in a unique 
fashion, provided theoretical curves consistent with ex­
perimental results.
• PREFACE
Much progress has recently been made in studying 
fluidized bed processes. It appears that it will be 
only a matter of time when design of fluidized bed re­
actors can be made more accurate. There is still much 
work to be done so design with slightly complicated 
reactions, such as heterogeneous catalytic reactions, 
can be undertaken with a fair degree of accuracy. In 
this work, a mathematical model was developed which can 
describe the contacting of gaseous reactant with solid 
catalyst in the unsteady state.
It is the scope of this dissertation to describe 
the mathematical model which was applied successfully 
to predict unsteady-state behavior of gas fluidized beds 
when adsorption is occurring. It is not yet possible to 
be all inclusive and state that the procedures proposed 
will be feasible in all cases, since only a narrow region 
was studied. However, the results indicate that the same 
model can be applied at higher fluidization velocities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Realizing the growing-use of fluidized bed processes 
in industry, many investigations of the behavior of flui­
dized beds have been made. Much of the earlier work in­
volved finding ways to predict steady-state conversions 
in fluidized bed reactors. These studies utilized mix­
ing models, backmix studies, and residence time distri­
butions. The kinetics studies were primarily first order 
or pseudo-first order irreversible reactions.
The trend in the past has been toward the study, 
in a well fluidized state, to find the residence time 
distribution of the gas in the bed. Using the distri­
bution or a suitable model, first order irreversible 
kinetics was introduced to predict steady-state conver­
sions for the reactor. This approach has been questioned 
when heterogeneous reactions occur since particle be­
havior was not studied in relation to gas behavior.
Still, steady-state behavior was the primary goal of 
previous investigations.
It was the purpose of this study to find a suit­
able model which will take into account the contacting 
of gas and solid and predict the unsteady-state response. 
This was done by finding the experimental transfer
function of the fluidized bed by pulse testing tech­
niques. Mathematical models were hypothesized and 
their transfer functions were compared with experimental 
results. When the model exhibited the proper behavior, 
its parameters were adjusted to match experimental re­
sults. These parameters, in turn, were studied to de­
velop reasonable correlations which could be used to 
predict behavior at other conditions.
The system studied used Alcoa F-l activated 
alumina particles fluidized with air. Tracers used 
for pulse testing were helium and "Freon-^". Flow 
rates used were .[(.9, .91, 1.1, 1.28, and 1.6j? times 
minimum fluidization velocity. Reactor diameter was 




Early investigations of fluidized beds started 
with attempts to define the gas flow behavior. Gilli­
land and Mason^, using helium tracer in an air flui­
dized bed of glass particles, found that the gas mix- 
* ing can be described as a combination of complete mix­
ing and gas bypassing. Their experiments also demon­
strated that the gas concentration can be different in 
the bubbles and in the dense regions. The results of back- 
mixing studies showed that tracer gas could be detected 
upstream from the point where it was injected. Thus, 
any model proposed would have to take this reversal of 
flow into account.
Since there are two types of fluidized beds, par­
ticulate and aggregate, which have easily recognizable 
and different flow patterns, there would have to be two 
types of classifications of models which would have to 
be used. With particulate fluidization, each individual 
particle is independently supported by the fluidizing 
medium. Some gas-solid systems exhibit particulate 
fluidization but this behavior is more common with 
liquid-solid systems. The simple dispersion or the 
tanks-in-series models have been used to describe flow 
behavior in these systems.^
k
With aggregate fluidized beds the simple models
2have not given good results. Two region models have 
been used with varying degrees of success. These types 
of models presuppose that flow through a fluidized bed 
occurs two ways, one through the region created by the 
bubbles and the other region where the bulk of the par­
ticles is present. There is also some degree of inter­
change between these two regions caused by movement of 
the gas and by movement of the particles carrying ad­
sorbed and occluded gas. The interchange coefficient 
has been shown to be higher using conversion data than 
by using residence time distributions. This tends to 
indicate that interchange is affected by adsorption on 
the particles.
18N'aor and Shinnar, by using a method based on 
the use of intensity functions, were able to demonstrate 
that fluidized beds can be represented by a system pos­
sessing two parallel pathways with strongly differing 
residence times. Hence, a two region model seems to be 
a good choice for aggregate fluidized beds.
Solution of the general equations of the two region 
model involves the assumption of type of flow in each 
region. . Idealized flows are used to simplify the ex­
pression so solutions can be attempted.
The more complicated a flow model, the larger the 
number of parameters that must be evaluated. The two 
region model has been studied with varying degrees of 
complexity and most of these studies are summarized by
10 8Levenspiel and Kato and Wen.
Mathematical models which are closely connected
to bubble dynamics have been proposed by Orcutt et al.,
k 22 17 -Davidson and Harrison, Rowe, Murray, Kunii and
9 8Levenspiel, and Kato and Wen. These models, how­
ever, were derived for the steady state.
Barnstone and Harriot^ have taken the models of
19Orcutt, Davidson, and Pigford 7 and extended them to 
include the unsteady-state response. The models were 
tested using frequency response techniques with helium 
tracer. They were able to distinguish between different 
flow patterns and evaluate the parameters of the models 
without too much difficulty.
Work with fluidized beds has also been done to 
predict conversions for chemical reactions in a 
fluidized bed. The investigators in this area selected 
a flow model and introduced the kinetics of the reaction 
they were studying. This usually was a first order or 
pseudo-first order irreversible reaction. For these 
studies, operation was at steady state in all cases.
Studies of fluidized beds with reaction have been made
13 ]£by Massimilla and Johnstone, May, Mathis and VJatson
19and Orcutt et al.
dEchigoya et al. have questioned the use of res­
idence time distributions or models which describe the 
residence time distribution to predict the conversion 
for heterogeneous reactions in fluidized beds. It has 
been suggested that a contact time distribution would 
be more appropriate since the reactants must contact 
the solid in order to react. They conducted experiment 
with adsorbable and- non-adsorbable gases and found that 
the contact time distribution was indeed different from 
the residence time distribution and that the mean con­
tact time was shorter than the mean residence time. 
Their predicted conversions using the experimentally 
derived contact time distribution showed excellent 
agreement with experimental conversions.
23Yoshida and Kunii used adsorbable and non-
adsorbable gases and, using Kunii and Levenspiel»s 
qmodel,' were able to predict, reasonably well, the 
gas residence time distribution when either type of
•j £gas was used. Miyauchi et al. used adsorbable and 
non-adsorbable gases in a gas fluidized bed to develop 
a good correlation for dispersion coefficients.
Prom the study of the work of previous investigators 
a fluidized bed model can be hypothesized which can ex­
plain the behavior of fluidized beds in unsteady-state 
operation. This model would have the following 
characteristics:
1. The model would be composed of two regions, 
a bubble region and an emulsion region.
These regions would have either strongly 
differing residence times or different flow 
patterns. The concentrations of a gaseous 
tracer could be different in the two regions.
2. The bubble region would be described by a 
flow model which would take into account the 
mixing of the gas in the bubble with the 
volume surrounding it, called the bubble 
cloud.
3. There would be an interchange of material 
between the bubble cloud and the emulsion 
region. This would occur because of the 
concentration difference between the two 
regions and by movement of the fluidized 
particles between the two regions. The 
particles would have occluded material
or material adsorbed on the surface.
Depending on bubble size and height of bed, 
a certain amount of gaseous material would 
bypass the bed.
At low fluidization velocities, certain 




The physical system studied was a six-inch diameter 
fluidized bed. The concentration changes of a tracer in 
the gas flowing through the bed and the type of mixing 
taking place were investigated. If the functional re­
lationship between varying input and output concentra­
tions of the gaseous solution flowing through the bed 
can be found, the dynamic properties may be determined.
This relationship is commonly called the transfer func- 
tion of the system. A simplified discussion follows de­
scribing the method of using pulses to derive the frequency 
response characteristics of a system.
It will be assumed that the system studied is one 
whose behavior can be described by linear differential 
equations with constant coefficients. If the system is 
one whose behavior can be expressed by an n^*1 order linear 




-■ a constant 
yCt) - output variable as a function of time
d th^ derivative of the output variable as
a function of time 
xCO - input variable as a function of time
If the input variable is a constant, then steady- 
state conditions would exist. The derivatives would 
equal zero and a steady-state value of output would 
be attained.
Thus:
y(As. -  ~g~ Xj.s. s a constant
When the input variable is a function of time, 
that is, x — x(t), then
Applying the Laplace transform with respect to time 
and assuming initially that the first n-1 derivatives of 
the variable y(t) are equal to zero, the above equation 
becomes:





Y  (s) = e’ y(t) c/f
X C5) = /  e“ifxOO Jt
The ratio of the output function to the input 
function is called the transfer function which is 
defined as:
YiO I e'*fy (t)df
x w  ' f e r ^ x c t i d t  ' L t - (S)
If x(t) and y(t) are piecewise continuous functions 
which depict bounded variations of process variables 
which return to their initial values after a finite 
length of time and remain there, then these functions may 
be called pulses. The integrals can have different 
upper limits but still will exist.
TF. - 




Ty -  duration time of the output pulse 
7^ - duration time of the input pulse
By replacing s by iw, where i is -f—) , the steady
state response of the system to a sinusoidally varying 





=. cos w T  - L sin (8)
The transfer function in the frequency domain becomes
f Tyy(t) cos w T J T -  l f Tyy(V sin u//" J f  
—  -------:.........   - _________    (9)/ * xOO CoS wt sin wf J t'o J0
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3One of the methods described by Clements and Schnelle^ 
has been widely used to obtain s;>rstem transfer functions 
from pulse testing data. . The TAFT method, as it is some­
times called, evaluates the transfer function by evaluat­
ing the integral above numerically using a quadrature
7* formula. Hays et al. have presented a method which is 
more efficient and more flexible. It involves evaluating 
the equations describing the pulse and performing the inte­
gration analytically.
Assume the pulse, f(t), can be represented by a 
function m d e  up of a series of polynomial segments. 
Ordinary discontinuities are allowed in the function 
and its derivatives at the union of the segments.
The equation of this function can be represented 
using a series of the form
The notation u(t-T^) represents the unit step function.
is the change in the value of the function at the
boundary between the interval T. , and T., B. is theJ “ J 0
change of the value of the.first derivative, Cj is the 
change of the value of the second derivative, etc.
The Laplace transform with resppct to time of the 
above equation is
F& = + + +  -je^dD
j*'
If the function f(t) is Fourier transformable, iw can 
be substituted for s to give the Fourier transform
F t i» ) = i  [  7 #  +
J=/
Applying Euler's relationship
Q  = C 05 W I  -  L 6 i n  w  / ( 1 3 )
F(iw) can be written in terms of its real and imaginary 
parts
* j  
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F u * * )  = R M  I<-w ) (16)
The above technique was used to evaluate the Fourier 
transform of the input and outlet pulses. A computer program, 
DPLSj, was written which would evaluate the data using step, 
straight and parabolic segments to describe the pulse.
The use of straight line segments was found to be best 
suited for the type of pulses used in the experiments.
The computer program was tested by using functions 
where the frequency response characteristics were known.
It was found that the step approximation to the curves 
gave results which were similar to those given by the 
TAFT method. The use of straight line segments produced
16
the. closest fit in approximating the shape of the curves. 
Approximating the shape of the curve with parabolic seg­
ments gave results similar to those using straight line 
segments at low frequencies. At high frequencies the 
results became erratic. It was determined that the use 
of the second derivatives, which were necessary with 
parabolic segments, were causing the erratic results.
The transfer function is a complex number which can 
be represented vectorially in the complex plane by a mag­
nitude and an angle^ measured with respect to the positive 
real axis for any value of w. It is convenient to display 
the transfer function on logarithmic coordinates, two 
graphs being required. One is a graph of the logarithm 
of the magnitude of the transfer function versus the loga­
rithm of frequency. The other is a graph of the angle 
or phase versus the logarithm of frequency. The combina­
tion of the two graphs is called the Bode diagram of the 
transfer function.
The Bode diagram drawn from the results of pulse 
testing is exactly similar to one drawn from the results 
of direct frequency response measurements. By intro­
ducing a sinusoidally varying input to the system, the 
system being linear, a sinusoidally varying output of
17
the same frequency as the input will be present when 
transient conditions have'vanished. The ratio of the 
amplitude of the output wave to the input is the magni­
tude ratio, which is equivalent to the magnitude ratio 
of the transfer function at the same frequency given by 
pulse testing. The magnitude ratio is also called the 
amplitude ratio. The phase difference between the input 
and output waves by direct testing is equivalent to the 
angle given by pulse testing. This angle is commonly 
called the phase angle.
The magnitude 'ratio and phase angle derived from 
pulse testing are
To determine the transfer function from experimental 
data, the one sided Fourier integrals must be evaluated.




bed. Since this study utilized concentration changes,
of tracer (namely zero concentration) in the inlet air 
to the bed. When the pulse was intrpduced, there was 
a delay before the concentration change was detected 
• at the top of the bed. The delay was caused by the 
lag in the outlet sampling device and the time it took 
the tracer to travel through the bed. The delay from 
the sampling device was subtracted from the total delay 
time giving the delay time caused by the bed.
The delay time in the bed is part of the transfer 
function of the bed. However, in the analysis of the ex­
perimental pulses, it ma?/ be treated separately. If the 
input variable is x(t), then the output can be expressed 
as y(t) = z(t -L) where L is the delay time. .See Figure 
No. 1.- t T = 0 would express the origin moved L time 
units to the right of t « 0.
The delay time delays the function in time with­
out otherwise altering it. Using the Laplace transform
(19)






























Z  (t) * o for t'< O
1
Changing the variable under the integral sign by- 
replacing (t -L) by if:
= /^zct) e~i ( t  ) j ( t * l)
where t and tf are values of time measured from dif. 
ferent origins L time units apart on the abscissa.
Since L is constant
Y*, = e “ i jr
(20)
(21)
By the definition of the Laplace transform
y w * e * " 5 z (22)
21
Since the transfer function is expressed as
TF - ^ L'■ r- ' X (23)




= C Z w. X(5)
Treating the dead time element G-̂  separately s 
is replaced by iw
Gd - e-iwL (25)
Applying Euler*s relation, the magnitude ratio 
of the dead time element is
s / c a s 2 \ r L  s i r \ z w L (26)
22
The phase angle contribution of the dead time element is
(27)
Since the magnitude ratio is one, dead time has no effect 
. on the magnitude ratio of the measured transfer function. It 
has the characteristic of a pure phase shift.
After the pulse is introduced into the fluidized bed, 
the delay will occur and then the output concentration will 
deviate from initial conditions to return after a finite 
length of time. This deviation is the output pulse and is 
defined as z(t). To obtain the transfer function of the
system, the integrals in (9) must be evaluated from the ex-/
perimental data; that is, the- input and output histories of 
concentration must be observed.
Based on the previous discussion of the dead time ele­
ment ending with equations (26) and (27)> the altitudes of 
the input and output pulses were read using different' time 
origins. The values for t o 0 (input pulse origin) and 
t1 » 0 (output pulse origin) were chosen at the points 
where the measured altitude deviated from the base line.
The dead time was then treated separately by measuring L 
which was defined by
time origin for 
output pulse




The computer program, DPLS, calculated the values of the 
frequency response curves without the dead time correction 
and with the dead time correction. In the event that the 
measured dead times had to be adjusted, the corrections in 
the phase angle could be made without the use of the computer.
The fit of the transfer function in the frequency do­
main would be preferred to the fit of responses in the time 
domain because the effect of the phase angle is taken into
account. To evaluate the parameters in a distributed para-
7meter system, the method of moments is normally used.
This method has two important disadvantages. First, numer­
ical errors associated with the computation of moment can 
be large since they xtfeigh heavily the tail portion of the 
experimental time curve. The measured curves are least 
accurate in the tail portion.' Second, the applicability 
of a theoretical model cannot be determined using the method 
of moments. The effect of each parameter in the theoretical 
model is more easily determined in the frequency domain than 
in the time domain.
For complicated models the predicted response y (t)
P
may be very difficult to find if a fit in the time domain 
were attempted. A numerical technique is necessary to ob­
tain y (t) from the frequency domain and introduces error.
P
The mixing model used is the two phase mixing model
with bypassing. It was formulated using a staging procedure 











r/*1 ^to g e
’/ CpL»-0
The model is composed of three regions, an 
idealized plug flow region, an ideal completely- 
mixed region, and a bypass region. The model is 
a modification of a model described by Barnstone 
and Harriot.^
Before formulating the mathematics, it is neces­
sary to provide the background which has gone into 
developing this model. Davidson and Harrison^" have 
determined theoretically and experimentally that there 
exists a volume outside the rising bubble which is af­
fected by the bubble which has been defined as a cloud. 
Within the bubble and cloud, the gas circulates in a 
circular pattern. The volume of the cloud with rela­
tion to bubble size is dependent on bubble diameter 
and minimum fluidization velocity. This cloud and a por­
tion" of the bubble volume will be considered the lean phase. 
The remainder of the bed where solids are present will be 
the dense phase.
25
The following conditions have been noted in fluidized
beds:
1. At minimum fluidizing conditions, the solids are 
relatively quiescent. The only noticeable mix­
ing occurs around the vicinity of the rising bub­
bles. Around minimum fluidizing conditions, a 
portion of the bubble and all of the cloud volume 
would be considered completely mixed. Gas by­
passing the bed will be through the remaining por­
tion of the bubble volume. The dense phase will 
be considered to be operating in a plug flow con­
dition.
2. At higher gas velocities, the rising bubbles cause 
the observed mixing and flow of solids. At these 
flows there is much more mixing occurring. This 
mixing should be apparent by an increase in the 
fraction of bed completely mixed, with a cor­
responding decrease in plug flow volume. If re­
action or adsorption is taking place, the con­
tacting efficiency of the plug flow region will 
also decrease due to particle motion in this 
region.
The dense phase will always be considered operating 
at minimum fluidization conditions, i.e. superficial
gas velocity through the dense phase and porosity will 
be at u ^ and C ^ respectively.
26
The following quantities are also defined:
y _ volume of solids in lean phase (29)
4c “ volume of lean phase
y  - volume of solids in dense phase (3 0)
~ volume of dense phase
A theoretical correlation exists from Davidson and 
Harrison’s work^" for ^  but this is for a single bubble.' 
Experimental evidence indicates that the volume fraction 
of solids calculated for single bubbles is less than that 
for beds with coalescence of bubbles taking place. Hence, 
the theoretical volume fraction would give a lower limit 
for volume fractions of solids in the lean phase.
In developing the model, a material balance is 
necessary for gas flow through the various phases.
yp Up + + ̂ by ~ U (31)
where
V - volume fraction of bed in plug flow 
u - superficial velocity through the plug flowr
region, ft/sec.
27
u - overall superficial velocity into the bed, 
ft/sec.
V. - volume fraction of bed in backmix flow b
u^ - superficial velocity through the backmix
flow region, ft/sec.
v^y - volume fraction of bed bypassed
u, - velocity through bypass region, ft./sec.by
The material balance per unit volume of bed per stage 
Plug Plow Phase - n*'*1 Stage
["Accumulation ofl r [Material transferred] [input ofl
[_ material J [from backmix phase J [materialj
(32)
[Output ofl - (Material adsorbed] 
rial J[mate  on catalyst J
Backmix Phase - n^*1 Stage
[Accumulation ofl r [input of] - Output ofl 
[̂ material J [materialj material J
(33)
[Material transferred]




Plug Flow Phase - n^*1 Stage
Backmix Phase - n Stage.
-  f fc rh vk i M l  (35)
d t
where
- concentration of tracer in backmix
4* Viphase in the n stage
- volume fraction solids in plug flow 
phase
CpnCt,̂ ) - concentration of tracer in plug flow 
phase in n^*1 stage 
/j - interchange coefficient to account for 
tracer interchange between phases 
^ - height in the stage
6j)p - weight of tracer adsorbed per unit volume
of catalyst in plug flow phase 
fy - volume fraction solids in backmix phase
2_ - total height of stage
- concentration of tracer entering backmix
TO
region from previous stage
<?A
b
- weight of tracer adsorbed per unit volume 
of catalyst in backmix phase
- catalyst contact efficiency in plug flow1
phase
- catalyst contact efficiency in backmix 
phase





Fraction of total 
flow in 
backmix flow
Fraction of total 
flow in 
plug flow











where s is the Laplace transform operator and bypass re­
sponse is the pure dead time element.
The following are defined:
30
Bp - fraction of total flow in plug flow phase
B - fraction of total flow in the bypass region*7
Vby - volume fraction of bed in bypass region
u^y - velocity in bypass region
- height of the last stage
Therefore from (37)
C C$3 = r (-by(£} (38)
Taking the Laplace transform of (33) where
C/ , n C».0) = Cb n M  = Q P C“) ‘ 0  (39)
and
< ? / «  = YP «  c/>» (it-o)
and solving (37) with the boundary conditions:
@  3 " 0 ^  0 ̂  = C iP  ^
Cpn C5> = ^
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the following equation is- -obtained:
vhere of= * ■£/>»> *<*>■ » - * -
■Mp Up l̂> Up
Substituting this result into (35>) for the backmix phase 
after the Laplace transform has been found and solving, 
the result is shown in Table I, where
Of - concentration of tracer entering plug flow 
phase from previous stage 
-A- —  ( /“ ) -5 +• Vp Yp B p
Tp - V/, /K
h(s) - exp-(J-p'<Li'N)
Tvb “ Vb Z / U
^vp “ \ fpZ  /  u
LP - Z /Up
n - k z /  Vp up
Y^ - complex adsorption admittance for backmix region












































































































From (ij.1) the Laplace transform at the plug flow phase is 
shown in Table I. From (l|2), and (38), the Laplace
transform of the exit concentration of the bed is given by
I
CL& = £/— Bp~ By) Bp ̂ p*yt(̂ Zr) i~ fhy Ĉ y(S) (l|l|.)
The adsorption terms and will be derived according 
to the method described.by Rosen. ̂  Assume adsorption 
occurs like a first order chemical reaction
| f - * k , c - k t q  (W )
Applying this equation to the theoretical model c)£}/ dt~ 
would be independent of its position in the bed. Equil­
ibrium is considered to be unhampered by film coefficients 
or diffusion. Therefore,
ki <? (46)
Taking the Laplace transform
5 G? cS) - k, /C Q(£)
3k
Rearranging




k s \/ ̂-— —  - )ts) =. admittance caused by adsorption (£l)
5t
There were two types of flow patterns studied with the 
dense .phase in plug flow:
1. High flow rates with bypassing gas where
c/a - y
/  - > r (52)
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The b y p a s s in g  gas i s  assumed to  o c c u r  th ro u g h  th e
b u b b le  so th e  v e l o c i t y  o f  b y p a s s in g  gas  i s
assum ed t o  be a t  th e  v e l o c i t y  o f  th e  b u b b le .
1
The vo lum e f r a c t i o n  o f  th e  b ed  as b u b b le s  i s  
g iv e n  b y
■Z r ' Z (53)
^ I
M ak in g  a m a t e r ia l  b a la n c e
uv Vv * 4  - V<> <5W
S in c e  t h e r e  a re  tw o re g io n s  assumed i n  th e  bed  
w it h  th e  dense region a t  m inim um  f l u i d i z a t i o n  
c o n d it io n s
(55)
T h e r e fo r e
+  . (56)
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The transport lag of the bypass phase is then
i  = - ^ r . (57)
L v
Utilizing conservation of the volume of 
catalyst and making a material balance.
S * T VP * P + S Z7 Vi>h = S K i  <58)
rh r b vb B (59)
2. Low flow rates with bypassing gas and a 
dead zone in the dense phase.
If D is the dead volume fraction, the 
material balance for catalyst is
5 "Z-y ^ *5 Zy Vp (Fp -t-5 7-y Vb 5 (60)
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h~-  * ~ f
4
By p r o p e r  c o m b in a t io n  o f  th e  above e q u a t io n s  f o r  th e  
cases  s t u d ie d ,  th e  t h e o r e t i c a l  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t io n  o f  th e  
f l u i d i z e d  b ed  c a n  be fo u n d . By s u b s t i t u t i n g  iw  f o r  s 
and p ro g ram m in g  th e  e q u a t io n s  on th e  co m p u ter u s in g  com­
p le x  num ber r o u t in e s  a v a i l a b l e  i n  FORTRAN IV ,  th e  f r e ­
q u en cy  re s p o n s e  c h a r a c t e r is t i c s  o f  th e  m odels w ere  p l o t t e d  
and com pared  to  th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  d a t a .  The c o m p u te r p r o ­





Figure 2 is a diagram of the apparatus used for the
tests. The reaction chamber was a glass pipe six inches
1in diameter and three feet high. The top cover was made 
from one-half inch thick plexiglass. It had a tap for 
one leg of a water manometer and a slip joint for the 
outlet sampling tube. Exhaust air passed through a one- 
inch pipe threaded to the center of the cover and was 
vented outside the building.
Figures 3 and 1+ illustrate the design of the air 
distributor and calming section. The distributor had 
nineteen one-eighth inch diameter orifices covered by 
one-inch diameter disks primarily to prevent the flow 
of catalyst into the calming section when air flow 
stopped. Under two caps were the sample inlets, one for 
the other leg of the manometer and the second for the 
inlet sample. By placing these sample points under 
the caps, the concentration measurements and the pres­
sure drops could be made directly across the bed.
This avoided the error caused by measuring both the 
pressure drop and dynamic response over the entire 
reactor and then correcting for the pressure drop 




















FIGURE 2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
14.0
6 IN. REACTOR I.D. 
t-4 -IN . HOLES
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FIGURE 4 CALMING SECTION DETAILS
U-2
Bed packing was Alcoa F-l activated alumina, 28-35 
mesh. Fluidizing gas was.air and tracer gas was either 
helium (non-adsorbing) or "Preon-12” (absorbing).
One-eighth inch outside diameter copper tubing was 
used for the sample lines. No filters were used on the 
ends of the tubes because these caused unnecessary sampl­
ing lags and mixing in the sampling lines. Catalyst par­
ticles were not carried into the sampling lines because 
the sample flow in the outlet sample line was below settl­
ing velocity of the particles. The inlet sample line was 
shielded by the caps to prevent flow of catalyst into the 
tubing.
Details of one sampling system are in Figure 5* Gow- 
Mac Model #10-777 thermal conductivity cells were used to 
detect the tracer gases, ,,Preon-12w and helium in the air 
stream. The detectors are a semi-diffusion type utilizing 
thermistor detector elements. The semi-diffusion type cell 
was found to give fast response id.th a high signal to noise 
ratio.
Originally, flow-through detectors were used which gave 
faster response but their high sensitivity to flow fluctua­
tions made them impractical to use. Also with the low sampl­
ing rates necessary with this type of cell (10.cc/min.) the 
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF SAMPLING 
CIRCUITS
1 *
W ith  th e  u se  o f  s e m i - d i f f u s io n  ty p e  c e l l s ,  th e  s a m p lin g  
r a t e  c o u ld  be c o n s id e r a b ly  h ig h e r  (1 0 0  c c /m in . )  and th e  
s ig n a l  was n o t  s e n s i t i v e  to  m in o r f lo w  f l u c t u a t i o n s .  The  
re s p o n s e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  b o th  i n l e t  and o u t l e t  s a m p lin g , 
system s w ere  s t u d ie d  and i t  was d e te rm in e d  t h a t  c o r r e c t io n s  
i n  th e  dynam ics o th e r  th a n  la g  t im e  w o u ld  n o t  h a v e  to  be  
made to  th e  o v e r a l l  re s p o n s e  c h a r a c t e r is t i c s  o f  th e  c a t a ­
l y s t  b e d .
Sam ples w e re  draw n th ro u g h  th e  c e l l s  u s in g  a s m a ll  
s a m p lin g  pump. The c e l l s  w ere  c o n n e c te d  to  Gow-Mac 
M o d e l #9999-D p o w er s u p p ly  u n i t s .  The pow er s u p p lie s  
p r o v id e d  th e  p r o p e r  b a la n c in g  and had  p r o v is io n  f o r  a 
r e c o r d e r  h o o ku p . D .O . p o w er was s u p p lie d  b y  a 1 2 - v o l t  
a u to m o b ile  b a t t e r y  to  p r o v id e  n o i s e - f r e e  s ig n a ls .  The  
i n t e r n a l  pow er s u p p ly  o f  th e  Gow-Mac pow er s u p p ly  had  
to o  much r i p p l e  to  be u s e d  w i t h  th e  r e c o r d e r  a t  th e  h ig h  
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  u s e d . See F ig u r e  6 f o r  an  e l e c t r i c a l  
s c h e m a tic  o f  th e  pow er s u p p ly .
The recorder was a two-channel Brush Clevite Model 
#2ij.O pen recorder. Channel widths were 80 mm with 
rectilinear motion ink pens. The wide channel pro­
vided good resolution for reading the curves.








FIGURE 6 THERMISTOR CELL CIRCUIT
Air was supplied to the test apparatus by a com­
pressor at psig at a maximum flow of 10 SCFM.
Pressure was regulated in two stages to l£ psig to 
minimize pressure fluctuations. A third air regula­
tor was used to supply the reference air to the 
thermal conductivity cells at a pressure of 0-5 psig.
Six rotameters were used for measuring various 
gas flows. Four Brooks "Sho-Rate" rotameters 
(0-150 cc/min.) measured sample and reference flows 
through the thermal conductivity cells. One measured 
the main air flow to the bed. The sixth rotameter 
(0-1500 cc/min.) was used in a calibration .poping circuit so 
calibration curves could be established for the de­
tectors under actual operating conditions. The five 
smaller rotameters were calibrated using a wet test 
meter. Equipment was not available to calibrate the large 
rotameter so the factory calibration curves were 
used. The factory calibration curves for the other 
five rotameters were sufficiently accurate to justify 
confidence in the remaining curve.
The detectors were calibrated at 100. cc/min. sample 
and reference flows with 7*5 ma. bridge current. Main 
air flow was set at some convenient value. Helium or
k7
"Freon-^" was then metered into the main air stream.
The calibration curves for both detectors was similar 
and linear. These curves are shown in Figure 7*
Pulse introduction was accomplished using a four- 
way valve. An air bleed stream normally passed through 
two ports of the valve. With change of position, the 
air stream was diverted through a loop previously filled 
with tracer gas. The tracer was then forced into the 
main air stream. For different pulse strengths, dif­
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FIGURE 7 CELL CALIBRATION CURVES
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Minimum fluidization velocity was found by observ­
ing bed pressure drop vs air rate. Figure 8 illustrate 
the results. Bed aspect ratio was 1.2. Tracer tests 
were performed at five air rates, 0.1̂ 9, 0.91, 1.1,
1.28 and 1.65 times minimum fluidization velocity.
All tracer tests were duplicated to insure repro- 
duc.tibility in the results. Different pulse strengths 
were used at each test condition to check for linearity
Before a series of testing, all flows were set 
and the sample detection apparatus was allowed to 
stabilize. When the base lines from the detectors 
showed no drift, the system was considered ready 
for testing.
The introduction of tracer was accomplished by 
first flushing the sample loop with tracer gas and 
then turning the four-way valve. The inlet and out­
let tracer concentrations vs. time were recorded. 
Changing tracer sample size was just a matter of chang­
ing sample loop length. All tests at one flow rate 
could be performed without disturbing the fluidized 










FIGURE 8 A P VS. AIR RATE
The date, run number, - air flow rate, bed height 
and recorder sensitivity were noted on the recorder 
chart. Chart speed was 10 mm/sec.
A delay will exist because the tracer must travel 
through the bed and the sample lines. The delay in 
the sample lines is known to within a second. Since 
the chart paper was travelling at a constant speed, 
all that was needed to measure the lag time in the 
bed was to use a ruler to measure the distance, con­
vert to time and subract the sample lag time. This 
method worked well in the packed bed region.
When the bed was fluidized, the measured lag 
time in the bed was not accurate since the error 
of the sample lag time was of the same order of mag­
nitude as the bed lag time. In this case, a lag 
time was calculated from the bubble velocity and the 
height of the bed.
In analyzing the pulse itself, it was necessary 
to obtain the height of the pulse at accurate incre­
ments of time. By scribing a clear plastic sheet 
with parallel lines every 2.5 mm* a template was.
5 2
made. Since the chart speed was 10 mm./sec., the altitude
of the pulse could be read at multiples of 0.25 seconds.
By placing the template over the chart paper and reading
the pulse height at the intersection of the curve and1
the scribed lines with a magnifying glass, the altitude 
could be read to within 0.3 mm. The accuracy of the time 
measurement was estimated to be within 0.01 seconds.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Frequency response tests were first made in the packed 
bed at two air flow rates. The tests conducted using helium 
demonstrated that in the region of frequencies studied, 
the packed bed behaved like a plug flow reactor. The 
amplitude ratio remained at the value of one, up to- the 
limit of reliability of the pulse testing technique used. 
This upper limit of reliability depended on the width of 
the input pulse used. To decrease the width of the pulse, 
the injection point was placed as close as possible to the 
calming section. The volume of the calming section 
was the smallest that could be made and still provide 
good distribution of flows. In addition, the calming 
section was divided into six smaller volumes with baf­
fles to eliminate gross circulation patterns which 
could be present. With these precautions, the input 
pulse could still be described by a sharp increase in 
concentration followed by an exponential decay. The 
decay was always slow enough so the width of the input 
pulse was reasonably long.
Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 illustrate the input and 
response curves for the packed bed and fluidized bed 
with helium and "Freon-12" as tracer gases. Appendix 
























































of the computer input for DPLS. DPLS was the,name given to 
the computer program which converted the input and output 
histories of the bed into the transfer function of the bed.
I
The actual measured lag time between pulses is tabulated 
separately (Table XXXVIII) to complete the raw data section. 
The transfer function is presented in the form of magnitude 
ratios and phase angle vs. frequency in a Bode plot. These 
calculated data are presented in Appendix V as computer 
printouts. The correction for lag time was done by the 
computer program for the packed bed cases. Calculated 
dead times were used for the fluidized bed cases. The 
corrections to the phase angle are shown in Table III in 
Appendix IV.
The experimental lag times for the fluidized bed 
were determined to be unreliable so lag times were cal­
culated using theoretical bubble velocities. The final 
results then became consistent.
The experimental transfer functions are shown in 
Figures 13, llj., l£, 16 and 17. At the frequencies of 
interest when adsorption was occurring, the packed bed 
was operating in a plug flow condition. This was de­
termined from the helium test. The magnitude ratio 
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FIGURE 17 Us399 FT./SEC. 7 -5 /8  IN. FLUIDIZED BED
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T h is  i s  e x a c t ly  th e  re s p o n s e  e x p e c te d  f o r  a p lu g  f lo w  m ix ­
in g  p a t t e r n .  L o o k in g  a t  th e  c u r v e s ,  th e n , th e  a d s o r p t io n  
s tu d ie s  i n  th e  packed  b ed  r e g io n  w ere  in  a p lu g  f lo w  r e ­
g io n  and th e  p lu g  f lo w  m odel a p p l i e s .
A f t e r  e s t a b l i s h i n g •t h a t  th e  p a c k e d  bed was o p e r a t ­
in g  i n  a p lu g  f lo w  m anner f o r  th e  f r e q u e n c ie s  s t u d ie d ,  
th e  " F r e o n - IE "  t r a c e r  was in t r o d u c e d  to  d e te rm in e  th e  
dyn am ics  o f  a d s o r p t io n .  A d s o r p t io n  was f a i r l y  s t r o n g .
The p a c k e d  b e d  was tested a t  two d i f f e r e n t  f lo w  r a t e s .
The r e s u l t s  a r e  p re s e n te d  i n  two Bode p lo t s  i n  F ig u r e s  
13 and ll}..
The f r e q u e n c y  re s p o n s e  m odel o f  th e  p ac ked  bed  
u s in g  a d s o r p t io n  w h ich  was d e s c r ib e d  b y  a f i r s t  o r d e r  
r e v e r s i b l e  r e a c t i o n  was f i t t e d  to  th e  d a ta .  A g re e m e n t  
was good i n d i c a t i n g  th e  above a s s u m p tio n  was s u i t a b l e .
The o th e r  m echanism s t r i e d  w ere  a d s o r p t io n  w i t h  p o re  
d i f f u s i o n ,  a d s o r p t io n  w i t h  a f i l m  c o e f f ic ie n t ,  and  
a d s o r p t io n  w i t h  f i l m  c o e f f i c i e n t  and  p o re  d i f f u s i o n .
These  m o d e ls  d id  n o t  g iv e  as good an  o v e r a l l  f i t  as 
th e  s im p le  a d s o r p t io n  m o d e l. T h is  does n o t mean t h a t  
th e s e  m o d els  a r e  n o t  a p p l ic a b le  b u t  j u s t  t h a t  f o r  th e  
c o n d it io n s  u s e d  i n  th e  e x p e r im e n ts ,  th e y  d id  n o t  p la y  




The adsorption parameters vxere determined by using
the computer program NLINl, a nonlinear least squares
\2.program modified from NLIN, a previously published pro­
gram. The results for one case are shovna in Appendix V.
The program is listed in Appendix III. The values of k^ 
and kg were found to be l{.6.5 and 1].. 25 respectively in 
consistent units. Similar results were found for the 
two flow rates used in the packed bed, indicating that 
there was little or no effect of flow on these parameters. 
These experimental values were satisfactory to use in 
the fluidized bed regions. In the plug flow model one
necessary parameter needed was the void Volume. Pub- 
20lished data for the Alcoa P-l catalyst was used. The 
external void volume fraction used was O.lj.68. This value 
was used because facilities weren't available to measure 
external void volume. To check this value, however, the 
sum of the external and internal void volume fractions 
was determined using water. This experimental total void 
fraction was found to be 0.693. Since this value compared 
favorably with the published data (0.73)» the external 
void .fraction was deemed to be correct for the alumina 
used during these experiments.
The experimental results in the fluidized bed 
were consistent and the response was linear within
o
the limits of the concentration ranges studied. The test 
for linearity of the system was done by changing the amount 
of tracer injected. This did not change the shape or the 
width of the curves but increased the relative concentra­
tion of tracer. As mentioned in the Theory chapter, if 
this change did not affect the frequency response curves, 
the system behaved in a linear fashion. This was found 
to be the case. The frequency response curves with the 
"Freon-12" tracer occurred at nearly a decade of fre­
quencies lower than the helium tracer curves.
The curves showed the expected "blip" in the magni­
tude ratios and phase angles which are characteristic of 
distributed parameter systems. The explanation for this 
type of response occurs when the flow of gas in the bed 
is through at least two types of mixing regions. Each 
region has its characteristic frequency response plot.
At the exit of the bed when the flows through these re­
gions combined, there is a counteraction because of the 
relative phase shift.
Remembering the consistency of frequency response 
testing via the pulse method and direct sinusoidal forc­
ing, it is easier to picture what occurs with direct 
sinusoidal forcing. When two curves of the same
67
frequency are combined that are shifted by 180° or multiples 
of 360° plus l80°, the curves combine to give a minimum 
in the magnitude. Conversely, when the curves are shifted 
by multiples of 360° reinforcement occurs giving a maxi­
mum for the magnitudes.
The limits of reliability of frequency response data
3.hkve long been established by a previous investigator The 
normalized frequency content of the input pulse was used 
for a reliability criterion. Clements and Schnelle^ re­
ported the maximum frequency to which reliable 
frequency response data can be obtained. This is when 
the normalized frequency content of the input pulse 
falls below 0.2. With the helium tracer tests, this 
critical frequency was between 1.0 and 2.0 radians per 
second. With the ’’Preon-l^' tracer, this critical 
"frequency was around 0.5 radians per second.
With this criterion, the range and the upper limit 
of reliable data was determined by both the shape and 
the width of the input pulse. If a normalized frequency 
distribution curve is plotted with normalized frequency 
content as ordinate^ and normalized frequency (frequency x 
pulse width) as abscissa, the shape of the curve depends
on the shape of the pulse'.- The shape of the curve deter­
mines the normalized frequency where the normalized fre­
quency content is 0.2.
Since the shape of the curve could not be changed 
easily with the apparatus used, the maximum frequency 
for reliability was obtained by minimizing the pulse 
width.
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VII. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The comparisons of experimental and theoretical curves 
when adsorption occurs in the fluidized bed, are in Figures 
lf>, 16 and 17 for the three flow rates studied. The para­
meters for the proposed model were determined for the cases 
where adsorption occurred. With helium for the tracer gas, 
the same model was applied. These results, however, were 
inconclusive because there was not enough data before the 
critical frequency for reliability of the curves. How­
ever, some general statements could be made for the helium 
tracer results. Applying a general empirical transfer 
function composed of a first-order response and a distance- 
velocity time delay, the frequency response curve for the 
magnitude ratio could be described by a first-order re­
sponse and the phase angle curve by a steadily decreasing 
curve as frequency increased.
With this in mind, the following generalizations 
could be drawn from the helium tracer results:
1. As flow rate increased, the residence time 
of the bed decreased.




The following generalizations could he drawn from 
the "Freon-12" tracer results:
1. As flow rate increased, the( minimum of 
the node occurred at higher frequencies.
2. For all flow rates, the magnitude ratio 
curves were essentially the same shape 
except for location of the nodes.
Comparing the results with the helium and "Freon-
12" tracers, the frequency response curves with the
“Freon-12" tracers were located over a decade of fre­
quencies lovrer than the response curves using helium 
tracer.
Each adjustable model parameter appeared to affect 
a distinct portion of the frequency response curves.
This relationship proved helpful in determining the model 
parameters, although some interaction did exist.
The plug flow volume fraction, V , affected the 
shape of the curve by controlling the major shape of 
the curve. At high values of -V the response was 
similar to the plug flow reactor, that is, there was a 
sharp decrease in magnitude ratio and phase angle as the 
frequency increased. At low values, the response was
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s i m i l a r  to  a c o m p le te ly  m ix e d  r e a c t o r  s in c e  d e c re a s e s  in
V cau sed  a c o r re s p o n d in g  in c r e a s e  i n  th e  c o m p le te ly  m ix ed
vo lum e f r a c t i o n ,  V, . The v a lu e  o f  V a ls o  a f f e c t e d ,  w i t h -
d p
i n  l i m i t s ,  th e  v a lu e  o f  th e  minimum o f  th e  node i n  th e  
m a g n itu d e  r a t i o .
The volum e o f  "bed i n  byp ass  f lo w ,  a f f e c t e d  th e
o v e r a l l  v a lu e s  o f  th e  m a g n itu d e  r a t i o  and phase a n g le .
As in c r e a s e d ,  th e  v a lu e s  o f  th e  m a g n itu d e  r a t i o
in c r e a s e d ,  e s p e c i a l l y  th e  v a lu e s  a ro u n d  th e  n o d e . As 
V, in c r e a s e d ,  th e  o v e r a l l  v a lu e s  o f  th e  phase l a gy
d e c re a s e d . T h is  was u n d e r s ta n d a b le  s in c e  th e  v e l o c i t y  
o f  th e  b y p a s s in g  gas was h ig h  i n  r e l a t i o n  to  th e  v e l o c i ­
t i e s  i n  th e  o th e r  f lo w  r e g io n s .
The v a lu e  o f  th e  in te r c h a n g e  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  k ,  a f ­
f e c t e d  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  h e ig h t  b e tw een  th e  m inim um  and  
maximum o f  th e  n o d e . As k  in c r e a s e d ,  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  d e ­
c r e a s e d .  In  th e  l i m i t  as k  in c r e a s e d ,  th e  o v e r a l l  r e ­
sponse w o u ld  ta k e  on th e  c h a r a c t e r  o f  th e  r e g io n  w h ic h  
h a d  th e  h ig h e s t  v o lu m e t r ic  f lo w  r a t e .
The v a lu e  o f  th e  e f f i c i e n c y  o f  th e  p lu g  f lo w  r e g io n ,
E p , d e te rm in e d  th e  f r e q u e n c y  w here th e  m inim um  o f  th e
node was lo c a t e d .  As E d e c re a s e d , th e  m inim um  w o u ld  be
P
s h i f t e d  t o  th e  h ig h e r  f r e q u e n c ie s .
The model with adsorption did fit the experimental 
results well to the limit of reliability of the data.
The parameters of the model with adsorption are tabu­
lated in Table II. The parameters V^, V , V^y* Vd* ^
E and E. were determined by trial and error. The use P d
of the computer program NLIH1 using the fluidized bed 
model was tried unsuccessfully in an effort to obtain 
the values of the parameters. The program had a tend­
ency to minimize the least squares of the deviation us­
ing unrealistic values of the parameters. The locations 
of the minima and maxima were felt to be more important 
than the closeness of fit in the determination of the 
applicability of the model.
The use of the model with one stage was adequate 
to describe the response of the fluidized bed. Since 
the bed was short, this result was not unreasonable.
The theoretical values of the transfer functions 
are shown in Appendix V. The theoretical model could 
only be used to evaluate the parameters for the fluidized 
with adsorption. The limit of reliability of the data 
for the fluidized bed without adsorption did not allow 
enough of the frequeue;/ response curve to be fitted 
with the model to any reasonable degree of accuracy. 
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R e f e r r in g  a g a in  to  T a b le  I I ,  i t  was n o te d  t h a t  as 
f lo w  r a t e  in c r e a s e d ,  th e  f r a c t i o n  o f  th e  b ed  i n  backm ix  
f lo w  in c r e a s e d .  A t lo w  f lo w  r a t e s ,  th e  r a p i d  m ix in g  
o c c u rs  a ro u n d  th e  v i c i n i t y  o f  th e  b u b b le ,  b u t  as th e  
. f lo w  r a t e  in c r e a s e s ,  th e  m ix in g  o f  th e  p a r t i c l e s  i n ­
c r e a s e s .  I t  s h o u ld  be n o te d  t h a t  w i t h  a d s o r p t iv e  g ases  
i n  th e  s y s te m , th e  m o tio n  o f  th e  p a r t i c l e s  c a r r y in g  
a d s o rb e d  gas d e te rm in e s  to  a la r g e  d e g re e  xd ia t i s  
h a p p e n in g  i n  th e  f l u i d i z e d  b e d .
A t th e  tw o lorrer f l o T-’ r a t e s ,  an a d d i t io n a l  r e g io n  
was n e c e s s a r? / to  b r in g  th e  t h e o r e t i c a l  re s p o n s e  i n  
l i n e  w it h  th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  r e s u l t s ,  a dead  r e g io n .
The dead  r e g io n  was d e f in e d  as th e  vo lum e w i t h in  
th e  b e d  w here  l i t t l e  o r  no gas f lo w  was p r e s e n t .  T h is  
c o u ld  be e x p la in e d  b y  an  u n e ven  f lo w  o f  g a s e s  th ro u g h  
th e  d i s t r i b u t o r  a t  lo w  f lo w  r a t e s .  In s t e a d  o f  f lo w in g  
th r o u g h  th e  b e d  i n  a u n ifo r m  f a s h io n ,  a p o r t io n  o f  th e  
b e d  w o u ld  be i n a c t i v e ,  i n  e f f e c t ,  c r e a t i n g  a s m a l le r  
f l u i d i z e d  b ed  w i t h in  th e  c o n f in e s  o f  th e  t o t a l  c a t a l y s t  
v o lu m e . T h is  r e g io n  o f  r e l a t i v e  i n a c t i v i t y  was n o te d  
d u r in g  th e  e x p e r im e n ts .  The b u b b le s  w ere o b s e rv e d  n e a r  
th e  c e n te r  o f  th e  b ed  a t  lo w  a i r  f lo w  r a t e s .  A t th e  
h ig h e s t  f lo w  r a t e  s t u d ie d ,  th e  e n t i r e  b e d  was a c t i v e .
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The d ead  vo lum e f r a c t i o n ,  V ^ , and th e  p lu g  f lo w  vo lum e
f r a c t i o n ,  V a r e  p h y s ic a l l y  i n  th e  same volum e o f  th e  
P
f l u i d i z e d  b ed  and  s h o u ld  be s tu d ie d  t o g e t h e r .  As f lo w  
r a t e  in c r e a s e d ,  th e  sum o f  th e  dead  volum e f r a c t i o n  
• and th e  p lu g  f lo w  volum e f r a c t i o n  d e c re a s e d . The dead  
volum e f r a c t i o n  d e c re a s e d  and f i n a l l y  d is a p p e a re d , a t  
th e  h ig h e s t  f lo w  r a t e .  As f lo w  r a t e  in c r e a s e s ,  th e  
f l u i d i z e d  b e d  becom es m ore a c t i v e .  I t  i s  e x p e c te d  t h a t  
as f lo w  r a t e  f u r t h e r  in c r e a s e s ,  th e  p lu g  f lo w  volum e  
f r a c t i o n  w i l l  a lm o s t d is a p p e a r  b e c a u s e  o f  th e  g ro w in g  
volum e f r a c t i o n  o f  th e  c o m p le te ly  m ix e d  r e g io n .  I n ­
e f f i c i e n c i e s  i n  c o n ta c t in g  w i l l  p r i m a r i l y  be th ro u g h  
b y p a s s in g  gas v i a  th e  b u b b le s .  T h u s , as f lo w  r a t e  
c o n t in u e s  to  in c r e a s e ,  th e  f l u i d i z e d  b e d  re s p o n s e  w o u ld  
be s i m i l a r  to  a c o m p le te ly  m ix e d  sys te m  w it h  b y p a s s in g .
The dead  v o lu m e , V ^ , was in t r o d u c e d  so th e  b y p a s s  
volum e c o u ld  be in c r e a s e d  a t  lo w e r  f lo w  r a t e s  and m a in ­
t a i n  th e  p r o p e r  m a t e r ia l  b a la n c e .  A t th e  lo w  v e l o c i t i e s ,  
i t  was e v id e n t  t h a t  a c o n s id e r a b le  am ount o f  b y p a s s in g  
was o c c u r r in g .  B ased  on th e  u s u a l  e q u a t io n s  f o r  b u b b le  
volum e i n  f l u i d i z e d  beds and w i t h  b y p a s s in g  o c c u r r in g  
th ro u g h  th e  b u b b le ,  th e  in t r o d u c t io n  o f  dead volum e  
a l lo w e d  th e  in c r e a s e  o f  t h e o r e t i c a l  b u b b le  vo lum e  
f r a c t i o n .
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S in c e  .th e  b e d  was s h o r t ,  b r a s s i n g  o f  gas w o u ld  o c c u r .  
T h is  b y p a s s in g  o f  gas was assum ed to  o c c u r i n  th e  b u b b le  
phase  s in c e  th e  b u b b le  v e l o c i t i e s  w ere  h ig h e r  th a n  i n  th e  
re m a in d e r  o f  th e  b e d . A ls o  th e  v o id  w i t h in  th e  b u b b le  
w o u ld  be th e  l o g i c a l  p la c e  f o r  gas b y p a s s in g  w ith o u t  
c o n ta c t  w i t h  th e  a lu m in a  p a r t i c l e s .  The in t r o d u c t io n  
o f  b y p a s s in g  i n  th e  m o d e l gave  r e s u l t s  w h ic h  w ere  good  
a t  th e  h ig h e s t  f lo w  r a t e  s t u d ie d .
The b yp ass  volum e re m a in e d  e s s e n t i a l l y  c o n s ta n t  as 
f lo w  r a t e s  in c r e a s e d .  The b u b b le s  fo rm e d  w i t h  th e  o r i ­
f i c e  ty p e  d i s t r i b u t o r  w ere  e x p e c te d  to  be l a r g e .  T h is  
ty p e  o f  d i s t r i b u t o r  was ch o sen  b ec au se  i t  was o f  th e  ty p e  
u s e d  i n d u s t r i a l l y .  By r e d e s ig n in g  th e  d i s t r i b u t o r  to  
p ro d u c e  s m a lle r  b u b b le s , i t  i s  e x p e c te d  th a .t  th e  volum e  
o f  th e  b ed  i n  w h ic h  b y p a s s in g  gas i s  f lo w in g  s h o u ld  
d e c re a s e . A t  h ig h e r  a s p e c t  r a t i o s ,  le s s  gas s h o u ld  
a ls o  b yp ass  th e  b e d .
I t  was fo u n d  t h a t  th e  in te r c h a n g e  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  k ,  
re m a in e d  c o n s ta n t  as f lo w  r a t e  in c r e a s e d .  A g a in  p a r t i c l e  
m o tio n  w it h  a d s o r p t io n  d e te rm in e s  to  a la r g e  d e g re e  th e  
v a lu e  o f  t h is  p a r a m e te r .
S tu d y in g  th e  in te r c h a n g e  e x p re s s io n  i n  e q u a t io n  (3k)» 
d e s c r ib in g  in te rc h a n g e  b e tw e e n  th e  p lu g  f lo w  and b ac km ix
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region, con demonstrate this. In the expression
(63)
k can be factored as follows:
k = k ' * K W  (6i|.)
•where k* is the mass transfer coefficient, K is an 
adsorption coefficient and M can describe the volume 
of particles moving between the plug flow and baclcmix 
regions. If the adsorption coefficient is high, then 
the interchange of material between the two regions 
is controlled by particle movement It is conceivable 
that in the narrow range of flow rates used the par­
ticle motion between the plug flow and backmix regions 
would remain constant.
As flow rate increased, the efficiency of adsorption 
decreased in the plug flow region. The particle movement 
was determined to be a cause of this. The gas flowing 
through the plug flow region may be flowing in a plug 
flow fashion but the particles which adsorb the gas are
in motion. This motion is not intense, but it does decrease 
the efficiency of adsorption. In a packed bed,,the gas 
desorbed from a particle travels and is adsorbed by the 
particle above. This occurs for the length of the packed
t
bed. When the particles are moving, this adsorption to 
the particle above the desorbing particle may not occur 
because previously adsorbed material may already be on 
the particle. This phenomena must necessarily decrease 
the efficiency of adsorption in the plug flow region.
Because of particle interaction, it is doubted that 
the model proposed can be used by omitting the adsorptive 
terms to describe the response of a fluidized bed where 
no adsorption is taking place.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this 
study:
1
1. The dynamics of adsorption in a fluidized bed 
can be described well using a unique approach
to the use of a two-region model with bypassing. 
The completely mixed region describes the flow 
of gases and adsorbed gases around the vicinity 
of the bubble. The plug flow region describes 
the flow of gases and adsorbed gases through 
the remainder of the bed where particles are 
present. Bypassing occurs because of poor 
mixing in the bubble void volume.
2. The study in the transition region between 
packed beds and completely fluidized beds 
has shown that there is a logical transition 
in mixing patterns between these extremes.
The adsorption dynamics can now be adequately 
described by a mathematical model. The para­
meters of the model also exhibit the proper 
behavior as flow rate increases.
3. This model, if necessary, can easily be adapted 
to more cdmplicated situations where film co­
efficients and pore diffusion are dominant in 
the mechanism of adsorption.
The results demonstrate that there are three 
distinct flow patterns which exist in the 
partially fluidized bed. Also, at flow rates
near minimum fluidization velocity, gas flow
\
can create dead regions where there is no 
flow of gas or mixing of solids.
Adsorption data can be determined in the packed 
bed region and can be applied in the fluidized 
bed.
Particle movement was found to control the 
dynamics of adsorption in a fluidized bed.
IX. REG OMIiBiTDAT I OHS
This study has shown that a mathematical model can
he used to describe the dynamics of adsorption in fluid
tized beds at low fluidization velocities. It was felt, 
in reading of the results of other researchers that 
since the packed bed was described using a plug flow 
model and the completely fluidized bed using a backmix 
model, there must be a reasonable transition from one 
model to another.
This study has shovm this to be so. However, more 
work has to be done in this area of fluidized beds:
1. Beds with higher aspect ratios should be 
studied to determine if a staged model ade­
quately represents the dynamics of .tall beds.
2. There appears to be a correlation between the 
parameters of the model and bubble size and 
velocity. Bubble size studies should be done 
in conjunction with dynamic studies. There 
are no data at present to perform any corre­
lation. Studies have been made correlating 
bubble properties and the parameters of fluid­
ized bed "models but these models should be 
tested in the unsteady state if they are to be 
rigorously tested.
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3. Studies should be made with gases and materials 
which give different adsorption rates to deter­
mine if particle motion controls the interchange 
of gases between the two major flow regions.
1}.. Different distributor designs should be used 
to vary the bubble size and flow distribution. 
Efforts should also be made to decrease the 
width of the input pulses so reliable data 
at high frequencies can be found.
6. Tests with non-adsorbable tracer gases should 
be continued to get a better understanding of 
gas mixing patterns in fluidized beds. The 
flow model would probably be predominately 
plug flow through the dense phase with bypass­
ing occurring through the bubble phase. In 
determining the overall response of the bed, 
the effect of the portion of the bed operation 
at minimum fluidization conditions should 
always be accounted for, no matter how small 
the flow may be. These regions alx^ays affect 
the dynamics of the bed and mathematical 
simplification should not be made until it 
is shown that the region of low flow does 
not contribute to the overall dynamics of
the bed. The frequency response of fluidized 
bed models would not necessarily show the pre­
sense of the nodes unless all flow regions 
are taken into account. 1 
Additional equipment should be considered to 
ease the tedious reading of values from the 
input and output histories. The use of 
two analog to digital converters which re­
cord the concentration histories, should pro­
vide a tailor-made computer input for-analysis. 
The use of a data smoothing routine would be 
necessary, but the amount of time saved could 
be used for a more complete analysis with a 
larger number of experiments.
8i{.
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NOMENCLATURE
^Change I n  f ( t )  a t  th e  b o u n d a ry  b e tw e e n  i n t e r v a l
T j _ i  and T j
ak^*1 c o n s ta n t  1
^Change i n  d f ( t ) / d t  a t  th e  b o u n d a ry  b e tw e e n
i n t e r v a l  T j  _ -j and  T j
^ F r a c t io n  o f  t o t a l  f lo w  i n  th e  p lu g  f lo w  r e g io n
£ F r a c t io n  o f  t o t a l  f lo w  i n  th e  b yp ass  r e g io n
■ ^ C o n c e n tra tio n  o f  a d s o rb a b le  gas
■ ^ C o n c e n tra tio n  o f  t r a c e r  i n  th e  p lu g  f lo w  r e g io n
i n  th e  n t h . s ta g e
^ C o n c e n t r a t io n  o f  t r a c e r  e n t e r in g  b a c k m ix  r e g io n
^ C o n c e n t r a t io n  o f  t r a c e r  e n t e r in g  th e  p lu g  f lo w
r e g io n  fro m  th e  p re v io u s  s ta g e
•^Change i n  d2 f ( t ) / d t 2 a t  th e  b o u n d a ry  b e tw een
/
i n t e r v a l  T j _ i  and T j  
^ C o n c e n t r a t io n  o f  t r a c e r  i n  th e  p lu g  f lo w  
r e g io n  i n  th e  n^h s ta g e  
■^Laplace t r a n s fo r m  o f  th e  e x i t  c o n c e n t r a t io n  
* Change i n  d^ f ( t ) / d t ^  a t  th e  b o u n d a ry  b e tw een  
i n t e r v a l  T j _ i  and T j  
■^Volume f r a c t i o n  o f  bed  as d ead  vo lum e
■fc-k^h d e r i v a t i v e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  to  t im e
■fc-Base o f  th e  n a t u r a l  lo g a r i th m  
■fc-Catalyst e f f i c i e n c y  i n  th e  b ac km ix  r e g io n
®mf ** Porosity at minimum fluidization velocity
Ep ^catalyst efficiency‘in the plug flow region
F(lw) ** Fourier transform of f(t)
F(s) *Laplace transform of f(t)
f(t) *A function of time expressed as a deviation
from an initial condition 
G-a *Dead time element
H(s) ^exp -(Lp^+N)
i *
I(w) *Imaginary part of F(iw)
j *Index
k ^Interphase transfer coefficient
k' *Mass transfer coefficient
kj ^Adsorption rate constant
k2 ** Desorption rate constant
L *Delay time, dead time, seconds
Lp *Z/up
^Bypass time, seconds 
m ttTotal number of stages




n *Last value of index j
Q *Koles tracer adsorbed per volume of catalyst
Qp *Moles tracer adsorbed per volume of catalyst
in the backmlx region 
“Moles tracer adsorbed per volume of catalyst 
in the plug flow region 
“Real part of F(iw) 1
“Laplace operator 









•“•Duration time of input pulse, seconds 
“Duration time of output pulse, seconds 
■“■Overall superficial velocity into the bed 
“Superficial velocity through the backmlx 
region
■“•Velocity through the bypass region 
“Superficial velocity through the dense phase 
■“•Superficial gas velocity at minimum fluidization 
•“Superficial gas velocity through the plug 
flow region 
■“Velocity of the void volume as bubbles 





















^Volum e f r a c t i o n  o f  bed  i n  b a c k m ix  f lo w
^Volum e f r a c t i o n  o f  bed b yp assed
#Volum e f r a c t i o n  o f  bed as  den se  phase
■K-Volume f r a c t i o n  o f  bed i n  p lu g  f lo w
•KVoid vo lu m e  f r a c t i o n  i n  th e  bed as b u b b le s  
■^Frequency, r a d ia n s /s e c o n d  
^ L a p la c e  t r a n s fo r m  o f  x ( t )
*Input variable as a function of time expressed 
as a deviation from an initial value 
■K-Complex adsorption admittance for the 
backmix region 
^Complex adsorption admittance for the plug 
flow region 
^Complex adsorption admittance 
*y(t) predicted
^ O u tp u t v a r i a b l e  as a  f u n c t io n  o f  t im e  e x p re s s e d  
as  a  d e v ia t i o n  fro m  a n  i n i t i a l  v a lu e  
^ L a p la c e  t r a n s fo r m  o f  y ( t )
^ H e ig h t  i n  th e  s ta g e  
^ H e ig h t  o f  th e  l a s t  s ta g e  
^ H e ig h t  o f  th e  bed a t  minimum f l u i d i z a t i o n  
v e l o c i t y  
■#Total h e ig h t  o f  th e  bed
•“■Output v a r i a b l e  as a  f u n c t io n  o f  t im e  e x p re s s e d  
as  a  d e v ia t i o n  fro m  a n - i n i t i a l  v a lu e
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n ^Volume fraction solids in the backmix region
to ^Volume fraction solids in the dense phase
*k *Volume fraction solids in thet lean phase
iTmf #Volume fraction solids at umf
^Volume fraction solids in the plug flow region
K *Volume fraction solids in the dead zone
e *Porosity
/
^Porosity at umf 
#Phaee Angle
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APPENDIX I I  
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
97
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT OP MODEL
n'*'*1 S ta g e
P lu g  P lo w  Phase M a t e r i a l  B a la n c e
B a c la h ix  Phase
J T (2)
The e x i t  c o n c e n t r a t io n  o f  th e  bed  i s  g iv e n  b y
c<« -- e im&  + y g £  cpm  ft z_) t c t y v> (3)
w here  s i s  th e  L a p la c e  t r a n s fo r m  v a r i a b l e  and i s  th e  
h e ig h t  o f  th e  l a s t  s ta g e .
D e f in e  B as th e  f r a c t i o n  o f  t o t a l  f lo w  i n  th e  p lu g  f lo w  
P
p hase and  B as th e  f r a c t i o n  o f  t o t a l  f lo w  b y p a s s in g  th ey
s ta g e
o
/. C(.S) -  ( / -  f o p - f o y ) ^  ^ Q p  £/)»t ̂ S» ̂ *0 +  B y  ^  b y
Taking the Laplace transform of (1) where
c,„<4 3) ' ck„ 1°) = fpCo) = 0
(SJ
and






*. * c p-3) = c4„<«c/3 >*/> (8)
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where
s Ep J i__
M.p oCp VpHp
Solving using operator notation for (8)
(9)
(p **) c fn (s-35 - -Arp c b „ &  d o )
CfnU.$--c, '=V<--^+ ^ T  (“ I
Boundary Conditions
@ 0 r °  cp« t̂} ~ cf/> ^
C/> SI
c, -- cfr(M - ̂ 7 ct.w (12)
C4-c"  (13)
Rearranging (13)
C.p. Ci’ cf/ J> eV  CU S> ['-  exM -tyf)
Now evaluate
£  * [ cPCS‘}> from (2) using (1I|.)
i f  +y£*. (15)
, i C ^ .  ™
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Re arranging (18 )
■- 2 <19)
Taking the Laplace transform of (2) and applying conditions
~ V * J = ° ) sU (-5 ) '  <20>
Vb0-h) S ̂„CO = Vĵ C w >  ̂  'Cbn(SPj -% ̂  4  5W  ̂ (5J (21}
Substituting (1 9 ) into (21)
V* C'-̂ i) 4 ^  «/*«> ' ̂  <?*.<« + f - c V C-^)] .,
* 4  * . « , «  (22)
Rearranging (22)
/
t«-H) f-zi Vi ̂4 fa] CU
' ~ -  cn  (Si + *' f' [/- <LV (-U2)]
102 
<&>
Solving (23) for Gfon(s )
Rearranging the expression for c{ from (9)
(23)
%£t vb Yt W
(j-̂ 0^ <K) fpYate) ft I r y* a -i
<* (25)
Define T = V /k and rearranging (2£) P P
* r;̂  [ rp ^ ' ^ 6 * }p £/>}rp y * ® * ]  = ^ fp (jp^+>) (26)
where
*4- r 0 -  ty) s + £p *P ypW (27)
o
Substituting (26) into (2ij.) and rearranging
v -
'J-kTt C«'60 * ['"*'tp (~2 )]_______________  (28)
HH)*/  ̂ ^
Define:
/,_o _ A ) r -I ̂  >9 r T  -  VJ L  -(' a, Uy) M } ap ( -ft
)
-  = } * J  T , - % j- , 2 , J l _‘v/> M  , ' V i -  M  > Up- t N= Vfup
Multiply (28) by and rearrange
#€1 0-yV ef *« * $0r[>-**?(%% *)]
C^IS)------------------  i---------- LA--------------------- (29)
¥ (%?)($ y,) z)J
+ v* %  n i w
lOij.
Taking the following expression from (.29)
sx/>t  S w  2)  = «/>(- - ^ r p '^ T p ) ' -  )
-  e.x.p-(£-j)4 *-/v) = //(-O  (30)
After substitution of (30) into (29) and further rearranging 
of (29)
  (31)
( H O W  */-«, *  n m
From (11+)




‘The rate of adsorption of material is given by
J T - g C c ^
The relation G(c,q): o defines a unique equilibrium
value q (c), of q for all values of c in some given range. ©
The adsorption process is defined as reversible and after 
sufficient time, the relationship G(c,q) : 0 is always 
satisfied regardless of the initial condition of the 
adsorbent.
A linear adsorption is assumed. That is, G(c,q) 
is linear in c and q. If the adsorption isotherm is 
nonlinear, the disturbance will be adjusted so a linear 
approximation can be used to describe the isotherm.
Adsorption is assumed to proceed similar to the 
response of opposing first order reactions
(35)
When u s e d  i n  th e  m odel p r e v io u s ly  d e s c r ib e d ,  (3 lj.) 
h o ld s  in d e p e n d e n t ly  of g , th e  h e ig h t  i n  th e  co lu m n . 
H ence (3I4.} can  b e  w r i t t e n  as an  o r d in a r y  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
e q u a t io n .  C o m b in in g  (3 If.) an d  (3J?) ,
T a k in g  th e  L a p la c e  t r a n s fo r m  o f  ( 3 6 )  w i t h  y(o)=o 
vj i  00 = k, cco -k t
R e a r r a n g in g  ( 3 7 )
k. C(sj 
kv t 5
S in c e  th e  L a p la c e  t r a n s fo r m  o f  ^  ;  s q ( s ) ,  (3 8) 
becom es
The q u a n t i t y  i n  p a re n th e s e s  i s  d e f in e d  as th e  




j ps) = 7(0 C(s)
Taking equation (i}.0) and letting s - iw, the admit­
tance in the frequency domain is given by
^ k° = /- iC K M
Separating into real and imaginary parts
k,  > *,&/»)_




where Y^(w) and Yg(w) are known, the values of k^ and 
kg can be found by
V  (''»«/«"))« , a4)
If equation (35) is the correct mechanism, kg and 
k^ should be independent of w. Solving equations (44) 
should yield the same values for kj and kg-for all 
frequencies
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PLUG FI,O il MODEL 
E q u a t io n  (33 ) can  be a p p l ie d  to  a p lu g  f lo w  r e a c t o r  
b y  t a k in g  th e  l i m i t i n g  cas e  w here  k  s 0 and  th e  r e a c t o r  
i s  d e s c r ib e d  b y  a s in g le  s ta g e .
Cfi U  3)- CfP (0 H  (sj - Cfyip <=-*/> (i^)
Thus th e  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t io n  o f  a  p lu g  f lo w  r e a c t o r  
w i t h  a d s o r p t io n  i s  g iv e n  b y
ik 6)-f- ̂  - zxpjpipEo-yp) * f£p tyY/sfjJ
C o n v e r t in g  to  th e  f r e q u e n c y  dom ain b y  l e t t i n g  s » iw
Y l p [ o - t y ) w  +*, £p *>3? <̂7>
V .  J
v h e re
Y/3M z Xb") * 1 ^ ( * 0  (^a)
The r e s u l t i n g  v e c to r  can  be d e s c r ib e d  b y  a m a g n itu d e  
and an a n g le  d e f in e d  p r e v io u s ly  as th e  a m p litu d e  r a t i o  and  
th e  phase  a n g le  <j).
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tf.R. --A.R. - «</> -Q./> ty X < w ->]
<£-- -L p [0 - ) -p )  w  + >p£p % (^)J
By determining the transfer function experimentally* 
the values Ŷ (vr) and Ŷ  (w) can be found for each vx.
Therefore
- L  A.R.
V (W) = Iplrp eP 
<f> + Lp 0~ty>) w
-Lp^~p
The values of- the rate constants for adsorption can 
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INPUT FORMAT FOR DPLS
CONTROL CARP 
OOL. INPUT PULSE
1 (1) Type of approximation tq be used.
1-step, 2-straight line segments, 3-parabolic
2-3 (2) No. of cards for input pulse, f(t).
(3) No. of data points on last card.
6-9 (Ij.) ^ t, increments for first part of pulse, if
applicable.
10-11 (5 ) No. of 4 t, increments. If no A t„ increments, 
leave blank, program will compute proper number
of increments.
12-lj? (6) A'tg increments for second part of pulse, if
applicable. If not, leave blank.
16 (7) Read individual times instead of using A t
increments. 0 for no, 1 for yes.
17 (8) Is dirac delta used for input? 0 for no, 1
for yes. If yes, entries 24.-6 inclusive can 
be left blank.
OUTPUT PULSE 
18 (9) Same as (1).
19-20 (10) No. of cards for output pulse.
21-22 (11) No. of data points on last card.
23-26 (12) Same as (ij.).
27-28 (13) Same as (5)«
29-32 (llj.) Same as (6).
33 (15) Same as (7 ).
3k- (16) Normalize pulses? 0 if no, 1 if yes.
35 (17) Is dead time used separately for pulse? 0 if no,
121
COL. OUTPUT PULSE
1 if yes. If ’yes, results are calculated 
with dead time and w/o dead time.
36-39 (18) Dead time, if applicable.
(19) Initial value of frequency for analysis must
not be 0.
14.6-51 (20) Value of frequency at finish of job must not
be 0.
52-57 (21) Slope of input calibration curve.
58-63 (22) Slope of output calibration curve.
77-80 (23) Run ID. - printed on output sheets.
’COMMENT CARD
For descriptive comments on output sheet. A card must be 
included. Only one is to be used.
INPUT PULSE f(t)
First entry is baseline. 2nd entry is f(t) t = 0. If 
dirac input pulse is used, omit card. Twelve (12) entries 
per card. Six column fields.
INPUT 'PULSE (fc)
If applicable, entries are in one-to-one correspondence with 
pulse cards. If not applicable, omit cards. Twelve (12) 
entries per card. Six column fields.
OUTPUT PULSE f(t)
Same as for input pulse.
OUTPUT PULSE' (t)
Same as for input pulse.
Succeeding datn sets use same format as above. They are 
placed one after another.
TERMINATION CARD
Last card in the last data set causes normal exit of program. 
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No. of data points.
Total No. of parameters.
No. of omitted parameters.
No. of independent variables.
IFP s 0 to tabulate
Yi*  Yi ’ ^ i - V ’ *RNT(1)...PRNT(£) 
IFP = 1 to plot Y.., Y^.
No. of constraints.
Doesn't apply.
r 0 .Analytical derivatives, 
s 1 Estimated derivatives.
s-.O Abbreviated printout.
Z # Detail printout for # iterations
s-'O No force off.
= # Forced branch to confidence region calculation after 
# iterations.
Doesn't apply.
- 0 Nonlinear confidence limits 
desired.
3 YMN Left side of plot.
SPRD Spread of plot.
(Item 3 is required only if IFP =1.)
ij. IB(1) Subscripts of omitted B(J)'S.
IB(IP)
INPUT ITEMS FOR HLIN1 OONT.
INPUT ITEM FORTRAN
• NO. : LABEL COMMENTS
(Item Ij. is required only if IP 0.)
5 FF Variance'ratio statistic.





DEL Used in finite difference 
derivatives.
ZETA Singularity criterion for matrix 
inversion.
Any or all of the quantities may be left zero.
If this is done, the program supplies the follow­
ing reasonable values for most situations.
FF = ij.. 0* XL - 10-%
T a 2.0, E « £xlO“̂ , TA« s 10 





Initial guess for parameters.
7 This item consists of N sub-items. Each sub- item is the input data for one observation. 
The sequence of variables in a sub-item must 
be:
Y(I), X(I,1), X(I,2), ...X(I,M). Each Y(I) 
begins on a new line.
8 Case data 
a comment
from subroutine SUB Z. In this case, 
line is required.
9 Sequential For normal
cases by repeating items 1 through 8. 
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PHASE ANGLE SHIFT FROM CALCULATED LAG TIMES 
Flow Rate, ft./sec. 0.264 0.309 0.399
Lag Time, secs. 0.5 0.275 0.286
Frequency, rad./sec.
0.1 2.86 1.57 1.64
0.2 5.72 3.14 3.28
0.3 8.58 4.71 4.92
0.4 11.4 6.28 6.56
0.5 14.3 7.85 8.20
0.6 17.2 9.42 9.84
0.7 20.0 11.0 11.5
0.8 22.8 12.6 13.1
0.9 25.7 14.1 14.8
1.0 28.6 15.7 16.4
2.0 57.2 31.4 32.8
3.0 85.8 47.1 . 49.2
4.0 114. 62.8 65.6
5.0 143. 78.5 82.0
6.0 172. 94.2 98.4
7.0 200. 110. 115.
8.0 228. 126. 131.
9.0 257. 141. 148.
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TOTAL LAG TIMES BETWEEN PULSES 










h - o£ 3.5
H -o6 3.5AV&. 3.5
P -03 27.8
p-olj. 27.il-
p -0 5 27.il-
f - o6 27.il-
aVg . '27.5
H -0 8 2.5
H-09 2.5
H-10 2 .6
H - l l 2 .7
AVG. 2 .6
P -07 llj.. 2
p -o8 lij-.O
P -09 1 2 .6
P-10 1 3 .7




H -llj. 2 .2
aVg . 2 .1
P -02 2 .0  '
P -11 2 .1
P -12 2 .1









H-18 2 . L
AVG. 272
F -llj. 1 .9
P -15 2 .0
P-16 2 .0







P - l8 l . l
P -19 0 .8
P-20 0 .7
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